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What if everybody threw away old bottles and newspapers, littering the world with glass and plastic

and tin cans that should be recycled and made into new products? Mr. Jones is a teacher who sets

a good example for kids by separating his trash for recycling. When he takes them on a class trip to

a recycling plant they learn the value of recycling. Part of every child's development involves asking

questions. Today, some of the most important questions kids ask are related to the natural

environment. The enlightening and entertaining four-book Why Should I? series demonstrates the

importance of protecting nature. Books present brief, entertaining stories that answer children's

questions and feature amusing color illustrations on every page. A note at the back of each book is

for parents and teachers, suggesting ways to use these books most effectively.
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I taught a lesson using this book and it worked great. I got a lot of positive response from the

children on recycling. We started a recycling center in our classroom and it is working great. I have

received feedback from the parents as well that they have started their own recycling at home since

we started this unit in our classroom. A lot of positive things have come from the use of this book



with our unit.ThanksPam MikklesonUniversity of Nebraska StudentLincoln. Nebraska

This book is well-written and explains why we should recycle in a creative way. However, it does not

rhyme and therefore gets a little dull to read. It is long and not very exciting. More suitable for kids

over 8 or 9.

I've just recently bought all of the Jan Green Why Should I? series and they are great! The books

are easy to read for the little ones, not too much text is good, it goes right to the point, and that

makes it easy for the children to understand. The illustrations are wonderfully colorful and will catch

the children's attention in a heartbeat. Not only are they cute books, but they send out a great

message, children need to know how to protect our Earth from a really early age and Jan Green did

a splendid job.

I read this book to a group of 3-5 year old children. They were able to follow the storyline and relate

to things they could do to keep their environment clean. This falls right in line with any earth day

activities or classroom emphasis you may be planning.

At a level that all students can understand. Colorful pictures and information on how and why

recycling is important. Younger students can relate to the children in the book, that they too can

participate in the recycling process.

We purchased this book to help teach our kids about Earth Day and why it's important to recycle!

Our boys (ages 2 & 4) loved the pictures and were inspired to help us collect the newspapers,

bottles, and cans after reading!

My daughter used this book for green week at her son's school. She had previously found a copy

and asked me to purchase this second one so it would be easier to share among the classrooms.

This is a great book as an introduction to recycling. I read this book to my first graders to help them

understand recycling and the importance of recycling to protect Earth.
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